Integrating different technologies and expertises help fill gaps when optimizing documentation of complex buildings. Described below is the process used in the first part of a restoration project, the architectural survey of Theatre Guaira Cultural Centre in Curitiba, Brazil. To diminish time on fieldwork, the two-person-field-survey team had to juggle, during three days, the continuous artistic activities and performers' intense schedule. Both technologies (high definition laser scanning and close-range photogrammetry) were used to record all details in the least amount of time without disturbing the artists' rehearsals and performances. Laser Scanning was ideal to record the monumental stage structure with all of its existing platforms, light fixtures, scenery walls and curtains. Although scanned with high-definition, parts of the exterior façades were also recorded using Close Range Photogrammetry. Tiny cracks on the marble plaques and mosaic tiles, not visible in the point clouds, were then able to be precisely documented in order to create the exterior façades textures and damages mapping drawings. The combination of technologies and the expertise of service providers, knowing how and what to document, and what to deliver to the client, enabled maximum benefits to the following restoration project.
HERITAGE BUILDINGS X MODERN ARCHITECTURE
Our tangible cultural heritage (buildings, monuments, landscapes, books, works of art, and artefacts) is defined as having architectural, historical and artistic significance. In the last century, in some developing countries the word "progress" was associated with demolishing the old to construct new structures. Following the above definition, some buildings were not old enough to be considered "heritage", and many unique examples were lost. In 1988 two Dutch architects initiated a non-profit organization called DOCOMOMO International (International Committee for Documentation and Conservation of buildings, sites and neighbourhoods of the Modern Movement) being one of its missions to create global awareness in recognizing modern architecture buildings as part of cultural heritage. At present it has more than 2300 interdisciplinary members from all over the World.
In 1948, in Curitiba, South of Brazil, a Cultural Complex project was commissioned to Engineer-Architect Rubens Meister (1922 -2009 
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY OR LASER SCANNING?
Close Range Photogrammetry was considered for many decades as the most impressive technology to precisely document a building. Expensive equipment restricted its use mainly to Universities and Government Institutions. Although showing many advantages for documenting and surveying buildings, few Architectural Schools had and many still don't have this discipline on their regular curriculum. Photogrammetry was mostly known by cartographers and engineers, and usually most used for mapping purposes.
When laser scanning took the central stage in the first years of XXI century, many thought that Close Range Photogrammetry days were over. Some people took sides, and finally got to a common sense that there is room for everyone. Each technology has advantages above the other, and the use of both together is what is needed to do a more precise and detailed architectural survey of a heritage building.
THE IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING AHEAD
For each new survey project of a heritage building, since each one is particularly unique, there must be a cautious planning.
As the architectural survey is one of the first steps on a documentation project, together with historical and iconographic research about the surveyed object, usually a project is contracted when the deadline to deliver the survey is already too short. The use of modern technologies as laser scanning and architectural photogrammetry allow the delivery of very precise and fast products. But even though the needed time is still longer than contractors would wish, the final product is extremely better and faster than when done by the traditional manual surveys.
In the Theater Guaira project, we had to follow the fully booked Theatre agenda. We divided the huge task in four parts: two for the exterior surveys, with all façade elevations and roof, and two for the interior surveys for both Auditoria. Due to budget constraints, the smaller rooms and one small Auditoria were left out of our responsibility.
Located in one of the busiest Squares in the city, we began the exterior survey on a Sunday, early in the morning, when fewer public buses and cars would pass by the area. Even though every Sunday morning there is a Symphonic Orchestra Concert, we could organize to have less interference from pedestrians in the building scanning process. Laser scanning of the two different Auditoria were done assuring that common points from both interior and exterior surveys were taken to allow the registration of many point clouds on a single 3D Model, resulting on a 13GB file. After finishing all scanning work, we carefully reviewed each point of the 3D model to decide which part would need more detailed survey, done by close range photogrammetry. One technology complementing the other. A Leica Geosystems ScanStation C10 was used for scanning, executed by Terrascan Engenharia. Close Range Photogrammetry was done with a Rolleimetric camera and Rollei CDW software. A detailed photography survey and 27 AutoCad drawings were delivered.
COMPLEMENTING TECHNOLOGIES
In the Main Auditorium, the huge stage walls and ceiling had a matte black paint, had all the scenery panels, curtains, light fixtures, platforms, ropes and so many equipments that we couldn't see what lies behind. It was easily surveyed with the laser scanner. 
BUILDING PATHOLOGIES MAPPING
Photogrammetry was definitely the best option to complete the Damages Mapping drawings (building pathologies mapping) on top of the final architectural drawings. In the pictures we can easily identify humidity marks, growing plants on small holes and cracks, different textures, missing or broken parts. 
CONCLUSION
The importance of preservation of Cultural Heritage in general gained in the last years a higher status. If not for keeping the economy growing (Heritage commercial tourism) but also because of the many natural disasters that are happening more frequently, and some man-made catastrophes which reduced to nothing many beautiful heritage monuments. 
